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THE COUNCIL OF GRADUATE STUDENTS OF MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY ENACTS:

WHEREAS, The Executive Liaison to the Colleges of Medicine serves as a voting member of the Executive Board, bringing concerns of medical students; and,

WHEREAS, COGS Bylaws section 6.7.3 states that the Executive Liaison to the Colleges of Medicine shall be “chosen by Full Council Elections from nominees selected by the Council of Medical Students (COMS)” ; and,

WHEREAS, COMS has submitted one nominee for the liaison position; therefore, be it,

RESOLVED, The Full Council elects Patrick Ancheta to serve as the Executive Liaison to the Colleges of Medicine for the 2021-2022 academic year; and, be it further,

RESOLVED, This resolution will take effect at the end of the Full Council meeting in which it was adopted.

VOTED ON: 4/21/2021

VOTE TOTALS:
Voted by unanimous consent
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